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Abstract
This paper describes NICT’s participation in the IWSLT 2011
evaluation campaign for the TED speech translation Chinese-
English shared-task. Our approach was based on a phrase-
based statistical machine translation system that was aug-
mented in two ways.

Firstly we introduced rule-based re-ordering constraints
on the decoding. This consisted of a set of rules that were
used to segment the input utterances into segments that could
be decoded almost independently. This idea here being
that constraining the decoding process in this manner would
greatly reduce the search space of the decoder, and cut out
many possibilities for error while at the same time allowing
for a correct output to be generated. The rules we used ex-
ploit punctuation and spacing in the input utterances, and we
use these positions to delimit our segments. Not all punc-
tuation/spacing positions were used as segment boundaries,
and the set of used positions were determined by a set of
linguistically-based heuristics.

Secondly we used two heterogeneous methods to build
the translation model, and lexical reordering model for our
systems. The first method employed the popular method of
using GIZA++ for alignment in combination with phrase-
extraction heuristics. The second method used a recently-
developed Bayesian alignment technique that is able to per-
form both phrase-to-phrase alignment and phrase pair extrac-

tion within a single unsupervised process. The models pro-
duced by this type of alignment technique are typically very
compact whilst at the same time maintaining a high level of
translation quality. We evaluated both of these methods of
translation model construction in isolation, and our results
show their performance is comparable. We also integrated
both models by linear interpolation to obtain a model that
outperforms either component. Finally, we added an indica-
tor feature into the log-linear model to indicate those phrases
that were in the intersection of the two translation models.
The addition of this feature was also able to provide a small
improvement in performance.

1. Introduction

In the IWSLT 2011 evaluation campaign, the NICT team par-
ticipated in TED speech translation shared-task for Chinese-
English. This paper describes the machine translation ap-
proach adopted for this campaign.

Our overall approach was to take a phrase-based statisti-
cal machine translation decoder and improve its performance
by means of two strategies. The first strategy was to con-
strain the re-ordering process during decoding so that the in-
put is decoded in chunks rather than as a single larger unit.
In this manner we aimed to improve the translation accuracy
by preventing reordering errors that mix phrases from differ-
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Case/Punctuation BLEU NIST WER PER GTM METEOR TER
Case and punct 0.1190 4.6929 0.7177 0.5746 0.4844 0.4847 67.1430
No case and no punct 0.1106 4.7142 0.7523 0.5977 0.4620 0.4503 71.8380

Table 1: The official results for the NICT system in terms of a variety of automatic evaluation metrics.

ent sections of the sentence that could more effectively be
translated separately. Since the input utterances are punc-
tuated and contain spaces that indicate word boundaries we
exploited this punctuation and space information as cues to
determine the likely positions to delimit segmentation bound-
aries. In previous work [1] it has been shown that constraints
of this type can be useful in managing the decoding of longer
sentences. Constraining the search in the right way leaves a
simpler problem for the machine translation decoder to solve,
and one that can be performed considerably more efficiently
than unconstrained decoding over the full search space..

The second strategy was to build the translation model for
the system using two heterogeneousmethods. The translation
model is a key component in any phrase-based SMT system,
and building this model using two different techniques can
potentially bring benefits in two ways. Firstly, by integrating
the two tables we can extend the coverage of our translation
model. Secondly, by identifying the set of phrases that are
shared between both models we identify those phrases that
have support from both processes and these phrase-pairs we
hypothesize are more reliable/useful to the system. We there-
fore added an additional feature into the log-linear model that
is intended to bias the system towards choosing phrase-pairs
from the overlap of the two translation models.

For reference, the official scores for the NICT system
with respect to several of the automatic metrics used for the
official evaluation are given in Table 1.

The overall layout of our paper is as follows. In the
next section we describe the underlying phrase-based statis-
tical machine translation system that forms the basis of all of
the systems reported in this paper. In the following section
we describe the rule-based re-ordering constraints based on
punctuation and spacing cues present in the input text that
we used to constrain and thereby simplify the decoding pro-
cess. The next section, presents the Bayesian alignment tech-
nique that we used to independently build a second translation
model, along with techniques for integrating this model into
the base system. Finally we conclude and offer some direc-
tions for future research.

2. The Base System

2.1. Decoder

The decoder used in these experiments is an in-house phrase-
based statistical machine translation decoder OCTAVIAN
than can operate in a similar manner to the publicly available

MOSES decoder [2]. The base decoder used a fairly standard
set of features that were integrated into a log-linear model us-
ing independent exponential weights for each feature.

These features were:

1. Two languagemodels eachwith independent log-linear
weights

• An in-domain language model built on the TED
speech training data

• A language model built on the larger out-of-
domain Europarl corpus.

2. Five translation model features

• Probability of the source phrase given the target
• A similar feature but based on IBM model 1 [3]
• Probability of the target phrase given the source
• A similar feature but based on IBM model 1
• A phrase-pair insertion penalty feature

3. A simple distance-based distortion feature

4. Six lexical distortion model features

• Monotone (current phrase-pair)
• Discontinuous (current phrase-pair)
• Swap (current phrase-pair)
• Monotone (previous phrase-pair)
• Discontinuous (previous phrase-pair)
• Swap (previous phrase-pair)

5. A word insertion penalty feature

Based on a set of pilot experiments we decoded with
no limit on the distances phrases could be moved in the re-
ordering process during decoding. The base model above
was augmented with an additional translation model feature
intended to be an indicator of the quality/reliability of each
phrase-pair; this feature will be explained later in Section 4.2.

2.2. Pre-processing

The Chinese data supplied for this task was not segmented
into words. We used the Stanford Chinese word segmentation
tool [4, 5] with the Peking University (PKU) model to word-
segment this data. The English data was tokenized by apply-
ing a number of regular expressions to separate punctuation,
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and split contractions such as “it’s” and “hasn’t” into two sep-
arate tokens. We also removed all case information from the
English text to help to minimize issues of data sparseness in
the models of the translation system. All punctuation was left
in both source and target. We took the decision to generate
target punctuation directly using the process of translation,
rather than as a punctuation restoration step in post process-
ing based on experiments carried out for last year’s IWSLT
shared evaluation [6].

2.3. Post-processing

The output of the translation system was subject to the fol-
lowing post-processing steps which were carried out in the
order in which that are listed.

1. Chinese characters were removed. Out of vocabulary
words (OOVs)were passed through the translation pro-
cess unchanged, some of these OOVs were Chinese
and some English. We took the decision to keep the
English OOVs in the output, but remove the Chinese
characters. This seemed like a reasonable strategy that
would benefit the system in the human evaluation, but
was based on no empirical evidence. In the example
given later in the paper (in Figure 3) the OOV ‘Skill-
man’ would have been (correctly in this case) left in
the target world sequence.

2. The output was de-tokenized using a set of heuristics
implemented as regular expressions designed to undo
the process of English tokenization. Punctuation was
attached to neighboring words and tokens that form
split contractions were combined into a single token.

3. The output was re-cased using the re-casing tool sup-
plied with the MOSES [2] toolkit. We trained the
re-casing tool on untokenized text from the TED talk
training data combinedwith the larger Europarl corpus.

2.4. Training

2.4.1. Language Models

The two language models were both built in the same manner
using the SRI language modeling toolkit [7]. 5-gram mod-
els were built for decoding the development and test data for
evaluation, and 3-gram models were built for decoding dur-
ing the parameter tuning process to speed up decoding. The
language models were smoothed using modified Knesser-
Ney smoothing.

2.4.2. Translation Model

The translation model for the base system was built in the the
standardmanner using a 2-step process. First the training data

was word-aligned using GIZA++. Second, the grow-diag-
final-and phrase-extraction heuristics from theMOSES [2, 8]
machine translation toolkit were used to extract a set of bilin-
gual phrase-pairs using the alignment produced by GIZA++.
In our system we also use a second translation model that is
created using a Bayesian alignment technique, we will de-
scribe the both the technique and the manner in which the
translation model is created from it in Section 4.

2.4.3. Parameter Tuning

To tune the values for the log-linear weights in our system,
we use the standard minimum error-rate training procedure
(MERT) [9]. The weights for the models were tuned using
the development data supplied for the task. To perform the
MERT tuning we used the publicly available ZMERT frame-
work [10], and this allowed us to easily add and tune addi-
tional features into our models. The models were tuned with
respect the BLEU metric [11]: ‘BLEU4 Closest’ that is built
into the tool.

3. Rule-based Decoding Constraints
3.1. Motivation

Translating long and complex sentences has been a critical
problem in machine translation. A standard phrase-based sta-
tistical machine translation system cannot solve the problem
of word reordering in the target when the source sentence
has a complex structure. A syntax-based machine transla-
tion system could solve the problem by running a parser on
the source sentence in order to get the syntactic structure, but
when a sentence is long and complex, the parser may fail to
give a correct parse tree. Klein andManning [12] have shown
that the accuracy of parsing decreases as sentence length in-
creases, and the parsing time increases dramatically. How-
ever, in this research, we found that even when a sentence is
long and complex, it is possible to split a sentence into smaller
units which can be translated separately with minor consid-
eration of the context. The main problem here is locating
the best locations for the split. We use linguistic information
such part-of-speech (POS) tags and commas as clues to deter-
mine the split positions. After splitting a sentence into small
clauses, the clauses are translated almost independently. This
means that word reordering can only be done within a clause,
not between clauses. This constraint can be specified using
“wall” tag inMOSES (as in Koehn andHaddow [13]), andwe
implemented the same scheme in the OCTAVIAN decoder.

3.2. Methodology

A large body of previous research has shown that punctua-
tion is very useful when parsing a text [14, 15, 16, 17]. The
comma is one such useful mark. Basically, a comma has two
roles: as a delimiter to separate different syntactic types, or
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as a separator to separate the elements of the same category
type [18]. However, this information alone is not enough to
distinguish whether the comma is suitable to be a split posi-
tion for machine translation. A comma and the information
around the comma could help to find a proper place for a split.
Whether or not it is a proper place for a split depends upon
if the information on the left and right sides of the comma
are able to be translated independently. Punctuation can be
very useful in written texts for aiding in comprehension. Ac-
cording to Murata et al. [19], there are more than 8 uses for
commas in Japanese written text, and 36.32% of commas are
used when the context before and after are independent of
each other. This indicates to us that a Japanese comma can be
used as a clue for a split positions. However, while a comma
is usually used in Japanese to improve readability if a sen-
tence is long and complicated, its use is not compulsory and
there are no strict rules on usage, so research is being done
on inserting missing punctuation into the text [19, 20]. Simi-
lar to Kim and Ehara [21], we employ a rule-based approach
to split a sentence into multiple clauses. First, the sentence is
part-of-speech (POS) tagged using the Stanford Chinese part-
of-speech tagger [22, 23]. In many cases, if there is a comma,
the context before and after the comma may be independent
and can be translated separately, making a comma a very im-
portant clue for locating splitting position candidates. How-
ever, not all commas are suitable to be used as split bound-
aries. We therefore combine the POS tags and commas as
clues to determine the split position for long sentences. Ta-
ble 2 shows some of the POS tags that have been used for
splitting Chinese text. These POS tags were analyzed and
found to be good markers for splitting position candidates, as
the clauses before and after they occur may be independent
of each other, and thus able to be translated independently.
Two simple rules that were used are:

1. If a POS tag in the head position is found after a
comma, then the head will be a split position.

2. If a POS tag in the tail position is found before a
comma, then the word after the comma will be a split
position.

Examining the segmenation points that were inserted into
the development data we observed that our spitting heuristics
were applicable to approximately 1/3 of all sentences and fur-
thermore that delimiters were inserted after about half of all
commas in the data.

3.3. Examples

A standard phrase-based statistical machine translation sys-
tem does not work well for translating long sentences. This
is because the longer the sentence, the larger the search space
for reordering becomes. Therefore, the word order in the
translation may not be arranged in the correct order as in the

Head Position
POS tag Description
AD adverb
CC coordinating conjunction
CS subordinating conjunction
P preposition
DT determiner
PN pronoun

Tail Position
POS tag Description
LC localizer

Table 2: POS tags used a cues for splitting in Chinese

source. Figure 3 shows an example of a long sentence trans-
lation with and without constraints in the decoding process.
In this example the word order of the translation with no con-
straints does not follow the source sentence and as a conse-
quence the translation is not satisfactory. However, if we can
split the sentences into smaller clauses (delimited in the fig-
ure by the<wall /> token), each clause can be translated with
a better word order, and the overall translation improves. In
this example the first phrase, “几 年 前 ， 在 TED 大会 上

，” translates correctly as “a few years ago , at the TED con-
ference ,”, but the unconstrained decoding process has sep-
arated the translation of “TED 大会” (TED conference) and
placed at the end of the target sentence. This has led to errors
in the translation. In the constrained decoding process, the
decoder is forced to translate this together with the start of the
sentence, this in turn has resulted in a simpler, more mono-
tonic translation process that better matches the structure of
the source sentence, which has given rise to fewer errors.

3.4. Experiments

We evaluated the effectiveness of this approach using the the
supplied training, development and test corpora for the task.
The training procedure was the same in both experiments, the
only difference was whether or not constraints were applied
to the decoding process. We limited the evaluation to those
sentences (approximately 30% of the corpus) to which split-
ting was applied. The results from this experiment are given
in Table 4. The results show that using these constraints on
the decoding process gives rise to an improvement inmachine
translation quality. This is in line with previous results re-
ported on different data sets [1]. The improvement is modest
but the approach can be expected to be more effective when
the sentences are longer.
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Source 几 年 前 ， 在 TED 大会 上 ， <wall /> Peter Skillman 介绍 了 一个 设计 挑战

叫做 “ 棉花糖 挑战 ”

Unconstrained a few years ago , in a design challenge is called ” the marshmallow , peter |Skillman
at ted talk . ”

Constrained a few years ago , in the ted conference , peter |Skillman introduced a design challenge
is called ” the marshmallow . ”

Table 3: An example of the use of split points (the split position is marked here using the<wall /> token) to constrain the decoding
process (Skillman here is an out-of-vocabulary word and is marked with a ‘|’ symbol.).

Decoding constraints BLEU score
Unconstrained decoding 10.84
Constrained decoding 11.16

Table 4: The effect of re-ordering constraints on translation
quality.

4. Bayesian Alignment

4.1. Motivation

In a standard phrase-based statistical machine translation sys-
tem (and in the base system we used in this shared evalu-
ation), a two-step alignment and extraction process is com-
monly used. In the first step, word-level alignment is per-
formed both from source-to-target and from target-to-source
using the publicly available GIZA++ [24] tool. In the second
step, these two word-level alignments are combined and by
means of a set of heuristics, a large set of bilingual phrase
pairs that are consistent with these alignments are extracted.
This approach although inelegant has proven itself to be
highly effective in practice, and this is the reason for its perva-
siveness. However, other approaches are possible. DeNero
and Klein [25] point out that this two step approach results in
word alignments that are not optimal for the final task of gen-
erating phrase tables that are used in translation. As a solu-
tion to this, they proposed a supervised discriminative model
that performs joint word alignment and phrase extraction, and
found that joint estimation of word alignments and extraction
sets improves both word alignment accuracy and translation
results.

In our system we employ a related technique that is able
to perform direct phrase-to-phrase alignment and extraction
in a single unified framework in a fully unsupervised manner
[26]. The technique is based on a Pitman-Yor process model.
Bayesian models of this form have recently proved them-
selves useful in the field of natural language processing, as
they typically offer benefits over more traditional techniques
based on maximum likelihood. In particular, they model
the data according to a power law distribution that is often

observed in linguistic data. Moreover, by encouraging the
re-use of parameters in the model during training, Bayesian
models of this type will prefer to build very compact models
with few parameters that have a tendency not to over-fit the
data. In many-to-many word alignment this over-fitting man-
ifests itself as a tendency for the models to simply memorize
long bilingual sequence pairs rather than explain them with
shorter units. In their experimental evaluation, Neubig et al.
[26] found that using their Bayesian technique to build trans-
lation models for a phrase-based statistical machine trans-
lation system resulted in far smaller translation models that
were able to give approximately the same translation per-
formance as the larger models produced by GIZA++ and
grow-diag-final-and. These results (on Japanese-English) are
shown in Figure 1.

4.2. Methodology

In the system used for the shared evaluation, two translation
models were combined (together with their corresponding
lexical distortion models) by linear interpolation: a transla-
tion model created in a standard manner using GIZA++ and
grow-diag-final-and phrase-pair extraction heuristics, and a
translation model built using the Bayesian aligner. In addi-
tion we added a feature into the log-linear model that con-
tributed a constant value to phrase-pairs that occurred in both
translation models. The linear interpolation weight and the
weight for this extra feature were both tuned in the MERT
process. The next section provides some experiments to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the model combination, and indica-
tor feature designed to bias to the model towards more reli-
able phrase-pairs discovered by both alignment methods.

4.3. Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach we car-
ried out experiments on the supplied corpora for the task. The
systems evaluated in these experiments were built in an iden-
tical manner using the same training procedure. The systems
were:
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Figure 4: The effect of corpus size on the accuracy (a) and
phrase table size (b) for each method (Japanese-English).

tences and measured the effect of corpus size on
translation accuracy. From the results in Figure 4
(a), it can be seen that at all corpus sizes, the re-
sults from all three methods are comparable, with
insignificant differences between GIZA++ and HIER
at all levels, and HLEN lagging slightly behind HIER.
Figure 4 (b) shows the size of the phrase table in-
duced by each method over the various corpus sizes.
It can be seen that the tables created by GIZA++ are
significantly larger at all corpus sizes, with the dif-
ference being particularly pronounced at larger cor-
pus sizes.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel approach to joint
phrase alignment and extraction through a hierar-
chical model using non-parametric Bayesian meth-
ods and inversion transduction grammars. Machine
translation systems using phrase tables learned di-
rectly by the proposed model were able to achieve
accuracy competitive with the traditional pipeline of
word alignment and heuristic phrase extraction, the
first such result for an unsupervised model.

For future work, we plan to refine HLEN to use
a more appropriate model of phrase length than
the uniform distribution, particularly by attempting
to bias against phrase pairs where one of the two
phrases is much longer than the other. In addition,
we will test probabilities learned using the proposed
model with an ITG-based decoder. We will also ex-
amine the applicability of the proposed model in the
context of hierarchical phrases (Chiang, 2007), or
in alignment using syntactic structure (Galley et al.,
2006). It is also worth examining the plausibility
of variational inference as proposed by Cohen et al.
(2010) in the alignment context.
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• A baseline system, that used the standard GIZA++
alignment and grow-diag-final-and phrase extraction
heuristics.

• A system that used the unified Bayesian alignment and
phrase extraction technique.

• A system that used linearly interpolated models for
both the translation model and the lexical re-ordering
model.

• A system that used linearly interpolated models for
both the translation model and the lexical re-ordering
model together with an additional indicator feature in
the translation model to indicate those phrases in the
intersection of the phrase tables.

Some statistics for themodels built using these techniques
are shown in Table 5. It is clear from the table that the model

built using the Bayesian technique is considerably more com-
pact than that produced in the usual manner using GIZA++
with extraction heuristics, being only around 18% of the size.

Alignment Model Total phrase pairs
GIZA++ 5439172
Bayesian 957201
GIZA++ and Bayesian 6059251

Table 5: The translation model size with the various tech-
niques used to build this model.

Table 6 shows the results of our evaluation of these sys-
tems. Our results show that the Bayesian model is able to
achieve a comparable level of performance to the system
trained using GIZA++/extraction heuristics in spite of the
huge decrease in model size. This result corroborates the
findings of Neubig [26]. Interpolating the models together
gives a small improvement in overall performance. Adding
the indicator feature gave only a small gain, but the system
performance was over the baseline level, so we used this sys-
tem as out primary submission for the shared evaluation. We
are currently conducting an analysis of the differences be-
tween these two phrase tables, and these results will be pre-
sented in a future publication, but it seems reasonable to as-
sume given the high performance possible using the phrase
pairs from the Bayesian alignment, that this approach is ex-
tracting only the most useful/reliable phrase pairs in the data.
An alternative approach to incorporating the models from the
Bayesian alignment would be to introduce the Bayesian mod-
els as independent models into the log-linear model. Time
constraints ruled this approach out for this year’s system, but
we would like to run experiments to determine it’s effective-
ness in future work.

Translation Model BLEU score
GIZA++ 11.77
Bayesian 11.53
Combination of GIZA++ and Bayesian 11.84
Combination with indicator feature 11.93

Table 6: Translation quality of systems built with different
translation models.

5. Conclusions
This paper described NICT’s system for the IWSLT 2011
evaluation campaign for the TED speech translation Chinese-
English shared-task. Our approach was based on a fairly typ-
ical phrase-based statistical machine translation system that
was augmented firstly by introducing rule-based re-ordering
constraints on the decoding. This consisted of a simple set of
rules to segment the input utterances into segments that could
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be decoded almost independently. Our experimental results
showed that this approach was quite effective in improving
system performance. This result is consistent with other re-
sults using the technique reported elsewhere [1].

Secondly we used two heterogeneous methods to build
the translation model and lexical reordering model for our
system. The first method employed the popular method of
using GIZA++ for alignment in combination with phrase-
extraction heuristics. The second method used a Bayesian
alignment technique. We integrated these two systems by
means of phrase-table interpolation and our results show
that a modest gain in performance can be obtained by do-
ing so. Furthermore, in line with experimental results on
other data sets, when trained on the shared task data we found
that the translation model arising from the Bayesian align-
ment/extraction process was considerablymore compact than
that obtained by using GIZA++ with extraction heuristics in
the usual manner. The model size was around 18% of the
size, and this compact model gave a translation performance
similar to the GIZA++-based technique in spite of its small
size, a major advantage of this technique. We also added an
indicator function to this model to indicate those phrases that
occurred in the intersection of the two models, hopefully an
indicator for themost reliable phrases in themodel. We found
this gave a small improvement in BLEU score.

In future work would like to explore other ways of inte-
grating the models built from Bayesian alignment/extraction
with the standard models built using GIZA++ together with
extraction heuristics. We are also currently actively research-
ing improvements to the Bayesian alignment technique, in-
cluding investigating its application to hierarchical phrase-
based translation [27].
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